Ohio 4-H Cloverbud Evaluation:
Connect to College (CTC)

Please return completed form to your County Extension Office or fax to 614-292-7007

This evaluation instrument is designed to get feedback from advisors, volunteers, or Extension professionals who utilize the Connect to College (CTC) curriculum piece. We are collecting this information to find out what is working and what needs to be improved with these activities.

In what setting did you use CTC (circle setting): club after-school camp school other: __________

About how many children participated: __________

Which activities in CTC were conducted (circle all that apply): Read On Campus with Cornelius
Cornelius’s Matching Game What is a College/University Matching Maps Construct the College
Career Jump Start Clothing Yourself in Careers Matching with Mascots Graduation Gala
Who Went to College

What worked well with the CTC activities? __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What did not work with the CTC curriculum and how can it be improved? _____________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Would you use the CTC curriculum again? Why or why not? ________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Was the book, On Campus With Cornelius, helpful to use with CTC? Why or why not? ______________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Developed by Scott D. Scheer, Ph.D., State 4-H Extension Specialist, The Ohio State University